
Curtain & Blind Care

WEFT



Weft Textiles work closely with Australian based family-owned manufacturing companies to
produce all  soft furnishings. We are committed to producing small scale, custom made soft furnish-
ings in support of the slow fashion movement. 

We are focused on sustainable textile applications, working with blends of natural fibers. These are 
fabrics that have a different make up to synthetic fibers, meaning they need to be treated in particu-
lar ways to preserve the fabrics integrity. Below are care instructions which can be applied for both 
fabrics specified for your curtains and blinds. 

Curtains & Sheers Maintenance:

FAQ: My curtains fabric has some creases, will these disappear?

A: Whilst all curtains are pressed before leaving the workroom, inevitably curtains may gather creas-
es during transport. Some fabric compositions may react worse than others; linen for example.
Curtains will - /+ 5% due to weather and composition of fabric. We recommend to sit with curtains 
for all seasons to let them naturally drop as natural fibers and natural fiber blends have a memory and 
are living fabrics, meaning they will alter slightly to their enviroment.

These creases should drop out over the next 2-3 weeks, but if deep creases remain after this time 
please call 0423071381. In time all curtains will soften and relax, creating the appropriate drop.

FAQ: How do I wash my curtains?

A: It is recommended curtains be professionally dry-cleaned, seeing as by using this service, any 
cleaning is done so at the risk of the cleaner. Please understand there is always a very high risk of 
shrinkage when curtains are cleaned, even when dry-cleaned, and this shrinkage is NOT covered 
by our warranty. If you are unsure find the care code on the tag of your curtains and call Weft on 
0423071381 for advice.
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Care Label 3 – Non Pile Fabrics
Regular care (weekly)
– Gentle vacuum regularly using low suction
– Protect from direct sunlight with a lining or other shading device

Dry cleaning:
Remove hooks and trims before cleaning.
Shampoo clean using upholstery shampoo. 
Do not scrub with a stiff brush. Dry in shade away from direct heat.
Allow to dry thoroughly before re-use; or
Clean with hot-water extraction machine (hot). Professional cleaning
recommended. 
Use only upholstery detergent. 
Dry in shade away from direct heat. Allow to dry thoroughly before re-use.
Possible shrinkage 3%

Spot cleaning:
Treat spills and stains as soon as possible. 
Gently scrape any soil or mop any liquid from the surface of the fabric. 
Apply proprietary cleaning agents strictly according to instructions to 
remove the residue of thespill. 
Do not saturate the fabric or interior with water or other cleaning
liquids. May be spot cleaned with dry cleaning solvent.
Annual professional cleaning recommended.
Soil resist treatments
Apply only water-based soil resist (fabric protector) treatments.
Pilling can occur occasionally as a result of normal daily wear and should not
be considered as a fault. Fibre pills can be removed by a battery    
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CONTACT

Samia FisherSamia Fisher
0423 071 3810423 071 381

info@weft-textiles.cominfo@weft-textiles.com


